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Abstract
TCP Server is a system architecture aiming to ofﬂoad
network processing from the host(s) running an Internet
server. The TCP Server can be executed on a dedicated
processor, node, or intelligent network interface using low-
overhead, non-intrusive communication between it and the
host(s) running the server application.
In this paper, we present and evaluate two implementa-
tions of the TCP Server architecture: (1) using dedicated
network processors on a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP)
server and (2) using dedicated nodes on a cluster-based
server built around a memory-mapped communication in-
terconnect.
We have quantiﬁed the impact of ofﬂoading on the per-
formance of network servers for these two TCP Server
implementations, using server applications with realistic
workloads. We were able to achieve performance gains of
up to 30% with our SMP-based as well as cluster-based
implementations for the scenarios we studied. Based on
our experience and results, we conclude that ofﬂoading
the network processing from the host processor using a
TCP Server architecture is beneﬁcial to server performance
when the server is overloaded. A complete ofﬂoading of
the TCP/IP processing requires substantial computing re-
sources on the TCP server. Depending on the application
workload, either the host processor or the TCP server can
become the bottleneck, stressing the need for an adaptive
scheme to balance the load between the host and the TCP
server.
1 Introduction
With increasing processing power, the two main
performance bottlenecks in web servers are the stor-
age and network subsystems. A signiﬁcant reduction
of the impact of disk I/O on performance is possible
by caching, combined with server clustering and re-
quest distribution techniques like LARD [25]. This re-
sults in removing disk accesses from the critical path
of request processing. However, the same is not true
for the network subsystem, where every outgoing data
byte has to go through the same processing path in the
protocol stack down to the network device.
In a traditional system architecture, performance
improvements in network processing can come only
from optimizations in the protocol processing path [1,
12, 15, 21]. As a result, increasing service demands on
today’s network servers can no longer be satisﬁed by
conventional TCP/IP protocol processing without sig-
niﬁcant performance or scalability degradation. Fac-
toring out disk I/O through caching, TCP/IP protocol
processing can become the dominant overhead com-
pared to application processing and other system over-
heads [20, 33]. Furthermore, with gigabit-per-second
networking technologies, protocol and network inter-
rupt processingoverheadscan quicklysaturate thehost
processor at high loads, thus limiting the potential gain
in network bandwidth [4].
Two solutions have been recently proposed to al-
leviate the overheads involved in TCP/IP networking:
(i) ofﬂoading some (or all) of the TCP/IP processingto intelligent network interface cards (I-NIC) capa-
ble of speeding up the common path of the protocol
[3, 9, 10, 14, 17, 32] and (ii) replacing the expensive
TCP/IP processing with a more efﬁcient transport pro-
tocol [11], over a System Area Network (SAN), based
on user-level memory-mapped communication such
as VIA [13] and Inﬁniband [16]. The ﬁrst approach
alleviates the overheads associated with conventional
host-based network processing, while the second one
exploits the beneﬁts of the SAN for intra-server com-
munication. Other work has been done on conﬁning
execution of the TCP/IP protocol, system calls, and
network interrupts to a dedicated processor of a mul-
tiprocessor server, but limited results have been re-
ported [24].
We propose a generic architecture called TCP
Server, that ofﬂoads TCP/IP processing from the
server host to a dedicated processor/node. We call the
dedicated processor/node which executes the TCP/IP
processing, a TCPserver. The performance of the TCP
Server solution depends on two factors: (i) the efﬁ-
ciency of the TCP server implementation itself, and
(ii) the efﬁciency of the communication between the
host and the TCP server. The latter means that TCP/IP
ofﬂoading must be implemented with low-overhead,
non-intrusive communication.
In this paper, we present and evaluate two imple-
mentations of the TCP Server architecture. The ﬁrst
implementation uses one or more dedicated processors
to perform TCP/IP processing in a Symmetric Multi-
processor (SMP) server. In this case, the non-intrusive
communication between the host and the dedicated
processor(s) is achieved using shared memory, with
minimal overhead. We evaluate the server perfor-
mance as a function of the number of processors ded-
icated for network processing and the amount of pro-
cessing ofﬂoaded to them. We also study the tradeoffs
between polling and interrupts for event notiﬁcation in
this environment.
In our second implementation, we ofﬂoad the net-
work processing to dedicated node(s) in a cluster-
based server. In this case, the host and the TCP server
communicate using memory-mapped communication
over a high-speed interconnect [13, 16]. We inves-
tigate the design space of TCP Servers for clusters
with memory-mapped communication using a user-
level implementation over VIA and two socket inter-
faces: a conventional socket interface and our Mem-
Net API [28]. The Memory-Mapped Networking
(MemNet) API is a memory-mapped socket interface
between the application and TCP server with support
for zero-copy asynchronous communication. Mem-
Net’s use of memory-mapped communication for TCP
server access is analogous to the way this technique
is exploited by the Direct Access File System (DAFS)
standard for remote ﬁle server access [18].
This paper represents the ﬁrst study to evaluate the
beneﬁts of ofﬂoading TCP/IP processing in a compre-
hensive manner. We have quantiﬁed the impact of of-
ﬂoadingontheperformance ofnetworkservers for two
TCP Server implementations, using server applica-
tionswithrealistic workloads. Wewereabletoachieve
performance gains of up to 30% with our SMP-based
as well as cluster-based implementations for the sce-
narios we studied. Based on our experience and re-
sults, we conclude that ofﬂoading the network pro-
cessing from the host processor using a TCP Server
architecture is beneﬁcial to server performance when
the server is overloaded. A complete ofﬂoading of the
TCP/IP processing requires substantial computing re-
sources on the TCP server. Depending on the appli-
cation workload, either the host processor or the TCP
server can become the bottleneck stressing the need
for an adaptive scheme to balance the load between
the host and the TCP server.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes our motivation for this work in de-
tail. Section 3provides an overviewof the TCPServer
architecture. Sections 4, 5 and 6 describe the de-
tails of each architecture and evaluate them. Section 7
presents the related work. Finally, Section 8 presents
our conclusions.
2 Motivation
In traditional network servers, the TCP/IP protocol
processing often dominates the cost incurred from ap-
plication processing and other system overheads. Un-
der heavy load conditions, network servers suffer from
host CPU saturation as a result of protocol process-
ing and frequent interruptions from asynchronous net-
work events. In this section, we brieﬂy explain the
TCP/IPprotocolprocessingpath for varioussocketop-
erations and present experimental results in support of
the above statements, suggesting a need to ofﬂoad net-
working functionality from a host.
22.1 Conventional TCP/IP Processing
In what follows, we describe conventional network
processing using the Linux TCP/IP implementation.
First, we describe the processing involved for the
send and recv system calls on a stream socket in
the TCP/IP stack.
￿ send processing: When the application performs
a sendsystemcall, the OScopiesthe data to ker-
nel buffers, to prevent it from being overwritten
before being sent out, and returns to the applica-
tion. This is followed by the TCP send, which
makes another copy to allow retransmission of
the data in case of an error. Further send pro-
cessing includes dispatching of the data from the
kernel buffers to the NIC.
￿ receive processing: As soon as a packet is re-
ceived on the NIC, an interrupt is raised. At the
end of the interrupt processing, the bottom half
executes, which takes care of checksumming the
packet, and demultiplexing the packet according
to the protocol. This is followed by IP receive
processing and TCPreceive processing where the
system demultiplexes the data for the destination
socket and queues the received data into the re-
ceive buffers of the socket. The data is ﬁnally
copied into the application buffers when the ap-
plication posts a receive.
Weidentify ﬁvedistinct components of TCP/IPpro-
cessing below:
￿ C1 - interrupt processing: interrupt processing
includes the time to service NIC interrupts and
setup DMA transfers.
￿ C2 - receive bottom: receive processing exclud-
ing the copy into the application buffer at the time
of the recv system call.
￿ C3 - send bottom: send processing done after
copying the data to kernel buffers.
￿ C4 - receive upper: receive processing which
copies the data into the application buffers.
￿ C5 - send upper: send processing which copies
the data from the application buffers to the socket
buffers inside the kernel.
Figure 1. Apache Execution Time Breakdown
2.2 TCP/IP Overhead
We have quantiﬁed the time alloted to network pro-
cessing from the execution time of an Apache (apache-
1.3.20) web server. In this experiment, we used a syn-
thetic workload of repeated requests for a 16 KB ﬁle
cached in memory. Figure 1 shows the execution time
breakdown on a dual Pentium 300MHz system with
512 MB RAM and 256 KB L2 cache, running Linux
2.4.16. We instrumented the Linux kernel to measure
the time spent in every function inside the kernel in
the execution path of send and recv system calls, as
well as the time spent in interrupt processing.
The results show that the web server spends only
20% of its execution time in user space. C1 accounts
for 8% of the time. The portion of C2 immediately af-
ter the interrupt processing combined with the portion
of C3 which involves dispatching of data from the ker-
nel buffers to the NIC take up 12% of the time. The
remainder of C2 takes up 7% of the time. C5 and the
remainder of C3 account for 44% of the time. C4 is
a hidden cost accounted with other system calls (9
￿ ).
Altogether, network processing takes about 71
￿ of the
total execution time.
In addition to the direct effect of “stealing” proces-
sor cycles from the application, network processing
also affects the server performance indirectly. Asyn-
chronous interrupt processing and frequent context
switching contribute to the overheads due to effects
like cache and TLB pollution.
We conclude that ofﬂoading TCP/IP processing
from the host processor to a dedicated processor can
improve server performance in two ways: (i) by free-
ing up host processor cycles for the application, and
(ii) by eliminating the harmful effects of OS intru-
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Figure 2. TCP Server Architecture
sion [23] on the application execution.
Although other operating systems have optimized
TCP/IP protocol processing, we chose Linux for prac-
tical reasons: (i) it is open source, which makes it eas-
ier to implement the TCP Server architecture, and (ii)
it has drivers to support memory-mapped communica-
tion over VIA. However, given that TCP/IP processing
remains the major overhead for a network server under
any operating system, our conclusions on TCP Server
are fairly general although the performance beneﬁts of
various TCP Server optimizations may be different for
different operating systems.
3 TCP Server Architecture
TCP Server is a system architecture for ofﬂoading
network processing from the application hosts to ded-
icated processors, nodes, or intelligent devices. This
separation improves server performance by isolating
the application from OS networking and by removing
the harmful effect of co-habitation of various OS ser-
vices. Figure 2 presents two architectures for network
servers: (a) a conventional server architecture and (b)
an architecture based on TCP Servers. In the conven-
tional architecture, TCP/IP processing is done in the
OS kernel of the node which executes the server appli-
cation. In the TCP Server architecture, the application
host avoids TCP processing by tunneling the socket
I/O calls to the TCP server using fast communication
channels. In effect, TCP tunneling transforms socket
calls into lightweight remote procedure calls.
A TCP server can execute the entire TCP process-
ing or it can split the TCP/IP processing with the ap-
plication hosts. From our discussion in Section 2, it is
possible to ofﬂoad components C1, C2 and C3 to the
TCP server. We do not focus on ofﬂoading C4 since
we expect the beneﬁts to be insigniﬁcant for network
serversinwhich the receivedata volumeismuch lower
than the send volume. Ofﬂoading C5 requires modiﬁ-
cations to the socket API and can be achieved using
the optimizations discussed below.
The performance of the TCP Server solution de-
pends on two factors: (i) the efﬁciency of the TCP
server implementation, and (ii) the efﬁciency of the
communication between the host and the TCP server.
As the goal of TCP/IP ofﬂoading is to reduce network
processing overhead at the host, using a faster and
lighter communication channel for tunneling is essen-
tial. Server performance using the TCP Server archi-
tecture can be additionally improved by optimizations
that improve (i) and (ii). In what follows, we brieﬂy
discuss these optimizations, their impact on the appli-
cation programming interface and performance.
The ﬁrst set of optimizations target the efﬁciency of
the TCP server implementation.
￿ S1: Avoiding interrupts. Since the TCP server
performs only the TCP/IP processing, interrupts
can be easily and beneﬁcially replaced with
polling. However, the frequency of polling must
be carefully controlled, as a very high rate would
lead to bus congestion and a very low rate would
result in inability to handle all events. The prob-
lem is aggravated by the higher layers in the TCP
stack having unpredictable turnaround times and
by multiple network interfaces.
￿ S2: Processing ahead. Idle cycles at the TCP
Server can be used to perform certain operations
ahead of time (before they are actually requested
bythe application). Theoperationsthat can beea-
gerly performed are the accept and receive
system calls.
￿ S3: Eliminating buffering at the TCP server.
The TCP server buffers data received from the
application before sending it out to the network
interface. It is possible to eliminate this extra
buffering by having the TCP server send data out
directly from the buffers used for communication
with the application host.
Next, we present the optimizations to improve the
efﬁciency of the interaction between the host and the
TCP server.
￿ H1: Bypassing the host kernel. To achievegood
performance, the application should communi-
cate withthe TCPserver fromuser-spacedirectly,
4without involving the host OS kernel in the com-
mon case. This can be done without sacriﬁcing
protection by establishing a direct socket channel
between the application and the TCP server for
each open socket. This is a one-time operation
performed when the socket is created, hence the
socket call remains a system call in order to guar-
antee protected communication.
￿ H2: Asynchronous socket API. By using asyn-
chronous socket calls, the application can exploit
the TCP Server architecture to avoid the cost
of blocking and rescheduling. Using the asyn-
chronous API allows the application to hide the
latency of a socket operation by overlapping it
with useful computation.
￿ H3: Avoiding data copies at the host. To
achievethis, the applicationmust tolerate the wait
for end-to-end completion of the send, i.e., when
the data has been successfully received at the des-
tination. If this is acceptable, the TCP server can
completely avoid data copying on a send oper-
ation. For retransmission, the TCP server may
have to read the data again from the application
send buffer using non-intrusive communication.
Pinning application buffers to physical memory
may be necessary in order to implement this op-
timization.
￿ H4: Dynamicloadbalancing. Depending on the
application workload, either the TCPserver or the
application host can get saturated. An adaptive
scheme to balance the load or resource allocation
between the application and TCP server will help
server performance.
4 TCP Server Implementations
In this section, we present two implementations of
the TCP Server architecture:
￿ On a processor dedicated to TCP/IP processing in
a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) server.
￿ On a node dedicated to TCP/IP processing in a
cluster-based server.
Common to both implementations is a fast, low-
overhead memory-mapped communication architec-
ture between the application host and the TCP Server.
The second implementation can have multiple in-
carnations, ranging from a front-end computer in a
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Figure 3. TCP Server in an SMP-based server
Implementation C1C2C3H1H2H3H4S1S2S3
SMP base
SMP C1C2 x x
SMP C1C2S1 x x x
SMP C1C2C3 x x x
SMP C1C2C3S1 x x x x
Table 1. SMP-based implementations of TCP Server
VIA-based multi-tier network server, to an intelligent
network interface connected to an Inﬁniband-based
server.
4.1 TCP Server in SMP-based Servers
We partition the set of processors in an SMP-based
server into host and dedicated processors. The ded-
icated processors are used exclusively by the TCP
server for TCP/IP processing. The communication be-
tween the application and the TCP server is through
queues in shared memory as shown in Figure 3.
4.1.1 System Overview
Network generated interrupts are routed exclusively to
the dedicated processors. The TCP server executes a
tight loop in the kernel context on each dedicated pro-
cessor. On a socket send, the data to be sent is copied
from the application to a kernel buffer. This buffer is
part of the shared memory queue, from where the TCP
server dequeues the ofﬂoading request and performs
C3. The TCP server ﬁnally sets up a DMA to the NIC.
The receive events, which are asynchronous, are
routed to the TCP server, which performs C1 and C2.
Ona receive call from the application, C4isperformed
on the host processor.
In Table 1, we present the different implementa-
tions, the functionality mapped to the TCP server and
the optimizations used in each of these implemen-
tations. SMP base refers to the unmodiﬁed Linux
TCP/IPimplementationontheSMPsystem. Ineach of
the other implementations, the interrupts and the bot-
tom half processing are executed on the TCP server.
5Figure 4. Organization of the TCP Server in an
SMP-based server showing the different modules and
their interaction with each other
Our architecture, where network processing is lim-
ited to the dedicated processors, allows us to poll on
the network interface frequently without slowing other
tasks down. We study polling in the dedicated proces-
sor as an alternative way to handle the events at the
network interface.
4.1.2 Implementation Details
We modiﬁed the Linux-2.4.16 kernel to implement the
TCP Server architecture on an SMP-based server. The
TCPserver executes in the kernel context on each ded-
icated processor where no application processing takes
place. This is done by executing a kernel thread which
never yields to the user level programs. Moreover,
all interrupts, except for the system clock interrupt,
are routed away from the dedicated processors using
the external IO/APIC routing mechanism. The kernel
thread runs the TCPserver dispatcher which schedules
the other components of the system. The organization
of anSMP-based TCPserver is shown inFigure 4. The
different components of a TCP server are: (i) the re-
quest distributor, (ii) the queue monitor, (iii) the send
request handler, (iv) the receive request handler, (v) the
asynchronous event handler, and (vi) the shared queue.
The shared queue is a circular queue of send re-
quests with references to the process, socket, and the
data buffers associated with each request. We can also
assign priorities to the send requests to ensure an order
in which the requests are serviced. The default policy
is FIFO.
The dispatcher schedules the request distributor pe-
riodically. It can also be scheduled after an asyn-
chronous event or on a trigger from the monitor. The
request distributor checks the shared queue and signals
the presence of a request to the dispatcher, which then
calls the send request handler to carry out the neces-
sary processing.
The receive request handler is executed by the dis-
patcher upon a receive event, signalled to it by the
asynchronous event handler. The interaction between
the TCP server and the network interface card is han-
dled by the asynchronous event handler. The asyn-
chronous event handler can be implemented as an in-
terrupt service routine or as a polling handler. In the
ﬁrst case, it is automatically called in case of an inter-
rupt. For the second case, the dispatcher must execute
the handler so that networking events are not missed in
case of delayed processing. We use a Soft-Timers [6]
like mechanism by using the clock interrupt handler
to guarantee the execution of the asynchronous event
handler at every clock interrupt.
Each component above is added as a loadable ker-
nel module. Some modules such as the send request
handler are optional, as in the case of SMP C1C2 and
SMP C1C2S1, no send processing is carried out in
the dedicated processor, making the module unnec-
essary. The minimal set of modules required for the
TCP server execution are the dispatcher and the asyn-
chronous event handler.
To identify the existing modules in the system and
to notify the dispatcher of an event pending for a com-
ponent, we use a mechanism similar to the Linux soft-
ware interrupt handlers. There is a list of registered
components, along with the handler for each of them.
This provides a mechanism to dynamically add or re-
move components of the TCP server.
The SMP-based implementation includes support to
dynamically increase or reduce the size of the proces-
sor set allocated to the TCP server. At system initial-
ization, the kernel threads are started on all available
processors in the system. A subset of these sleep, al-
lowing application processing to take place. In case of
high volume of send requests, the monitor can wake
up these threads, which then execute the TCP server
till the monitor signals them to sleep again. For the
purpose of load balancing and book-keeping needed
for dynamic reconﬁguration of the system, the dis-
patcher periodically calls the monitor, which triggers a
reconﬁguration based on the current state of the shared
queue, the load on the system or any other policy. The
default policy monitors the length of the queue and
maintains the low and high watermarks to trigger re-
conﬁguration.
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4.2 TCP Server in Cluster-based Servers
In a cluster-based server, the application host and
the TCP server are PCs connected by a VIA-based
SAN as shown in Figure 5. The TCP server acts as the
network endpoint for the outside world. Network data
is tunneled between the application host and the TCP
server across the SAN using low latency memory-
mapped communication.
4.2.1 System Overview
Thesocket call interface isimplemented asa user-level
communication library on the application host. The
library manages and maintains VIs on the host and
communicates with the TCP server using VI channels.
The mapping from a socket to a VI channel is estab-
lished at the time of the ﬁrst operation on the socket.
With this library, a socket call is tunneled through a
VI channel to the TCP server. On the TCP server, a
socket provider module interprets the socket call and
performs the corresponding socket operation. The re-
sults are returned to the application host after the op-
eration completes.
In Table 2, we present the different implementa-
tions, the functionality mapped to the TCP server and
the optimizations used in each of these implementa-
tions. Cluster base refers to the standalone host-based
Linux TCP/IP implementation on the system. Since all
the socket operations are ofﬂoaded to the TCP server,
C1, C2 and C3 are ofﬂoaded to the TCP server by de-
fault. Implementing the cluster-based TCP Server in
user-space makes it possible for us to implement opti-
mizations H1, H2 and H3. We also implemented opti-
mization S2 as follows:
￿ Eager Receive is an optimization for the network
receive processing. The TCP server eagerly per-
forms receive operations on behalf of the hostand
when the application issues a receive call, data
is transferred from the TCP server to the appli-
cation host. The TCP server posts receive for a
number of bytes, and continues with further ea-
ger receive processing depending on the rate of
data consumed by the host. The socket provider
uses the poll system call to verify if any data is
ready to be read from that socket before issuing
an eager recv. The socket provider keeps the
received data on the TCP server and transfers it
directly into the application buffers when the ap-
plication invokes a receive.
￿ Eager Accept is an optimization to the connec-
tion processing. A dedicated thread of the TCP
server eagerly accepts connections upto a pre-
determined maximum. When the application is-
sues an accept, one of the previously accepted
connections is returned.
4.2.2 Implementation Details
Each socket used by the application is mapped to a
VI channel and has a corresponding socket endpoint
on the TCP server. The system associates a registered
memory region with each VI channel which is used in-
ternally by the system. Since the mapping of a socket
to a VI and its associated memory regions is main-
tained for the lifetime of the socket, these memory re-
gions can be used by the system to perform RDMA
transfers of control information and data between the
application and the TCP server. These memory re-
gions include the send and receive buffers associated
with each socket. An RDMA-based signalling scheme
is used for ﬂow control between the application and
the TCP server, for using the socket send and receive
buffers.
As creating VIs and connecting them are expensive
operations, the socket library on the application host
creates a pool of VIs and requests connections on them
from the TCP server at the time of initialization. The
TCP server is implemented as a multi-threaded user-
level process running on the network-dedicated node.
The main thread of the TCP server accepts or rejects
VI connection requests from the host depending on its
existing load. On accepting a VI connection request,
the main thread then hands over this VI connection to
a worker thread which is then responsible for handling
all data transfers on that VI.
Server applications use the MemNet API [28] to ac-
cess the networking subsystem in our prototype. The
MemNet APIallowsapplicationsto performsends and
receives both synchronously and asynchronously. The
7Implementation C1C2C3H1H2H3H4S1S2S3
Cluster base
Cluster C1C2C3H1 x x x x
Cluster C1C2C3H1H3 x x x x x
Cluster C1C2C3H1H2H3 x x x x x x
Cluster C1C2C3H1H2H3S2 x x x x x x x
Table 2. Cluster-based implementations of TCP Server
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Figure 6. Comparison of the send operation in a traditional system with sync send and async send
send/receive primitives provided by the MemNet API
allow data to be transferred directly to and from ap-
plication buffers. In order to achieve this, the applica-
tion needs to register its communication buffers with
the system. The register mem and deregis-
ter mem primitives enable the application to register
and deregister memory with the system.
The sync send/sync recv primitives return
to the application only after the send/receive op-
eration is ofﬂoaded to the TCP server. The
async send/async recv primitives immediately
return job descriptors to the application. The job de-
scriptors can be used by the application to check the
completion status of asynchronous operations. The
application has the option of using the job wait or
job done primitives to wait or poll respectively, for
completion of the asynchronous operation speciﬁed in
the job descriptor. To guarantee correctness, the sys-
tem assumes that applications do not overwrite buffers
speciﬁed as part of an asynchronous operation, before
the operation completes.
The socket provider uses the standard Linux socket
implementation in our prototype. This guarantees reli-
able transmission of data once a socket send is per-
formed on the TCP server. In sync send, con-
trol returns to the application only after the entire
buffer is sent using the TCP/IP socket provider. In
async send, control returns to the application as
soon as the send is posted on the VI channel corre-
sponding to the socket. The application has to avoid
overwriting buffers used in asynchronous sends until
the operation completes. Figure 6 compares the send
in a traditional system with the sync send and the
async send. In the ﬁgure, the dotted arrow indi-
cates the return of control to the application. The gap
in the application processing indicates the duration for
which the application is blocked on the send opera-
tion.
5 Experimental Setup
For the SMP-based implementation, we used two
conﬁgurations: (i) a
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ MHz Intel Xeon-based 4-way
SMP system with
￿ GB DRAM and
￿ MB L2 cache.
(ii) a
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ MHz Intel Pentium-based 2-way SMP sys-
tem with
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ MB DRAM and
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ KB L2 cache. Both
conﬁgurations used a 3Com 996-BT gigabit Ethernet
adapter. For the cluster-based TCP server implemen-
tation, we used two 300 MHz Pentium II PCs that
communicate over 32-bit 33 MHz Emulex cLAN in-
terfaces and an 8-port Emulex switch. The TCPServer
was installed with a 3Com 996B-T Gigabit Ethernet
adapter. All the systems ran Linux-
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ kernels.
For the 4-way SMP based TCP server evaluation,
we used the Apache
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ web server [5] as the
server application. The requests were generated us-
ing sclients1 [7] driven by three different traces shown
in Table 3
Currently, thesocketlibraryinourcluster-based im-
plementationdoesnot support primitives like select
on the socket descriptors. This prevents us from us-
ing web server applications like Apache which uses
1We used sclients instead of httperf in this case as httperf could
not generate enough load to saturate the 4-way SMP system.
8select extensively. We built a multithreaded web
server which services http requests from clients with-
out using select. We used our custom built web
server to study the performance of both implementa-
tions of the TCP Server, with a uniform workload. We
used the 2-way SMP conﬁguration for the SMP-based
implementation. The requests for the ﬁles were gener-
ated by a client with httperf [22] using both HTTP/1.0
and HTTP/1.1 protocols. The client used a synthetic
trace, in which 16KByte ﬁles are repeatedly requested.
6 TCP Server Evaluation
In this section, we present an evaluation of the per-
formance impact of the TCP Server architecture for
both SMP-based and cluster-based servers.
6.1 Evaluation of SMP-based Implementations
In this section, we evaluate several alternative TCP
Server implementations for the SMP system. We vary
the number of processors dedicated to the network pro-
cessing, the amount of processingofﬂoadedto the ded-
icated processors, and the event notiﬁcation mecha-
nism for the system.
We study the performance of a server system for
each of the above implementations, comparing them
against the unmodiﬁed uniprocessor and multiproces-
sor kernels. We also study the effect of the number of
dedicated network processors on the performance of
the server system.
To study the behaviour of SMP-based TCP server
implementations, we ﬁrst describe the performance
evaluation for the 4-way SMP system.
6.1.1 Results for 4-way SMP
We used three traces to drive our experiments: Forth,
Rutgers, and Synthetic. Forth is from the FORTH In-
stitute in Greece. Rutgers contains the accesses made
to the main server at the Department of Computer Sci-
ence atRutgersUniversityin the ﬁrst25 days ofMarch
2000. Synthetic is a synthetic trace in which 16-KByte
ﬁles are requested. Table 3 describes the main charac-
teristics of these traces.
Throughput: In Figure 7, we show the throughput
attained by the different SMP-based TCP Server im-
plementations at saturation. For each of the ten con-
ﬁgurations, we plot the performance using the three
traces. For the sake of clarity, we present only the
Logs # ﬁlesAvg ﬁle size# requestsAvg req size
Forth 11931 19.3 KB 400335 8.8 KB
Rutgers 18370 27.3 KB 498646 19.0 KB
Synthetic 128 16.0 KB 500000 16.0 KB
Table 3. Main characteristics of WWW server traces
Figure 7. Throughput at saturation for Apache on a
4-Way SMP Server.
throughput at which each of the conﬁgurations satu-
rates.
The ﬁrst interesting observation we can make from
this ﬁgure isthat thedifferent traces lead tosimilarper-
formance trends, even though their average requested
ﬁle sizes are different. Another interesting observation
is that dedicating two processors to network process-
ing is better than dedicating only one. Dedicating a
processor to the TCP/IP processing is beneﬁcial in all
the cases. We also observe that dedicating more than
one processors is helpful in further improving the per-
formance of the system. Finally, conﬁgurations that
use polling instead of interrupts consistently outper-
form the ones using interrupts. However, ofﬂoading
the send processing and polling(SMP C1C2C3S1), are
more beneﬁcial when two processors are dedicated to
the network processing. Overall, we can see that of-
ﬂoading the network processing can achieve improve-
ments in throughput of up to 25-30% in the cases of
Rutgers and Synthetic with two dedicated processors
and polling. This result demonstrates that this TCP
server architecture can indeed provide signiﬁcant per-
formance gains.
CPU Utilization: Figure 8 provides more insight
into these results. The ﬁgure depicts the breakdown
of the average CPU utilization of the application and
network processors for the different conﬁgurations we
study, using the Synthetic trace. Each bar is broken
into user, system, and idle times.
9Figure 8. CPU usage at saturation for Apache on a
4-Way SMP Server. The sufﬁx A denotes application
processors and D denotes dedicated processors. The
times are averaged over the entire set of processors.
The ﬁgure shows that, when only one processor is
dedicated to the network processing, the network pro-
cessorbecomesabottleneck and, consequently, the ap-
plication processor is not fully utilized and has idle
time. Since the network processor is already a bot-
tleneck, it is clear that loading it further with send
operations will only degrade performance. With two
network processors, there is enough processing power
to handle the network processing, and the applica-
tion processor becomes the bottleneck. In this case,
ofﬂoading the send operations to the network pro-
cessors is beneﬁcial, as shown in the ﬁgure. (Note:
Our implementations using polling (SMP C1C2S1
and SMP C1C2C3S1) with two network processors,
do not show any idle time for the network processors.
The reason is that we categorize their polling time as
system time, rather than idle time). Overall, these re-
sults clearly indicate that the best system would be one
in which the division of labor between the network
and application processors is more ﬂexible, allowing
for some measure of load balancing. We are currently
evaluating an implementation that performs such load
balancing.
Our experiments reveal that using an SMP-based
TCP Server implementation, the performance of a
a typical web server improves by up to 28%. We
observed that dedicating processors to asynchronous
event handling improves the performace of a typical
web server. Using polling instead of interrupts as the
asynchronous event notiﬁcation mechanism also im-
proves the performance of the system. Our results also
indicate that the number of dedicated processors re-
quired depends on the application workload.
Figure 9. Throughput for a simple web server on a
2-Way SMP system using HTTP/1.0.
6.1.2 Results for 2-way SMP
We describe the performance evaluation for the 2-way
SMP system to present a uniform workload across the
SMP-based and cluster-based implementations of the
TCP Server. We studied the performance of our sim-
ple multithreaded web server on a 2-way SMP system
running different implementations of the TCP server,
described in Table 1. We varied the rate of requests
and measured the rate of succesful HTTP replies as
the throughput of the web server. We used both
HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 protocols to measure server
performance with this synthetic workload.
Throughput: Figure 9 shows the throughput for
the simple web server for different kernel conﬁgu-
rations using the HTTP/
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ protocol and Figure 10
shows the throughput using HTTP/
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ protocol. For
the HTTP/
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ protocol, we send requests for six ﬁles
on every open connection in bursts of three.
In both cases, we see that ofﬂoading TCP process-
ing to dedicated processors improves the performance
of the system. In the case of HTTP/1.0, we see that the
performance of the server increased by up to
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿ us-
ing the TCP Server implementation. Even in the case
of a more efﬁcient protocol (HTTP/1.1), with features
aimed at reducing networking overheads for applica-
tion servers, we see that our system is able to pro-
vide improvement of about
￿
￿
￿ . In both cases, the
major performance beneﬁt is due to the removal of
asynchronous network events from the host processor.
We can also see that the ofﬂoading of send processing
helps only to a limited extent. This behaviour is due
to the dedicated processor saturating before the host
processor and becoming the bottleneck in the system.
10Figure 10. Throughput for a simple web server on a
2-Way SMP system using HTTP 1.1
Figure 11. Throughput for a simple web server on a
cluster-based TCP Server using HTTP/1.0
6.2 Evaluation of Cluster-based Implementation
We studied the performance of a simple multi-
threaded web server on the four cluster-based imple-
mentations of the TCP server, described in Table 2.
6.2.1 Results
We evaluate the cluster-based TCP Server archi-
tecture by analyzing the performance of a sim-
ple multi-threaded web server. We compare
the performance of the web server using the
traditional socket API in our prototype (Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1) and using the primitives provided
by the MemNet API (Cluster C1C2C3H1H3 and
Cluster C1C2C3H1H2H3) which require buffers used
in communication to be pre-registered. In Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1H3, the web server implementa-
tion uses the sync send primitive and in Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1H2H3, it uses the async send prim-
itive. We also present the performance of the web
Figure 12. CPU utilization for a simple web server
on a cluster-based TCP Server using HTTP/1.0
server using a standalone Linux host-based socket im-
plementation Cluster base for comparison.
Throughput with HTTP/1.0: Figure 11 shows
the throughput of the web server as a function of
the offered load in requests/second. All systems are
able to satisfy the offered load at low request rates.
At high request rates, we see a difference in per-
formance when Cluster base saturates at an offered
load of 700 requests/second. The web server shows
an improvement of 15% in performance with Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1 over Cluster base. Using the syn-
chronous primitives (Cluster C1C2C3H1H3), the web
server is able to achieve a performance improve-
ment of 22%. Cluster C1C2C3H1H2H3 shows a per-
formance gain of about 30% with the web server
using asynchronous primitives like async send.
Cluster C1C2C3H1H2H3 allows a better pipelining
of network sends and helps the application over-
lap the latency of ofﬂoading the send primitive over
the SAN with computation at the host. Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1H2H3S2, which includes the Eager
Accept optimization, provided no additional gain since
it is not the connection time, but the actual request pro-
cessing time that dominates the network processing.
For optimization S2, we also observed that the Ea-
ger Receive optimization (not presented) does not con-
tribute to any performance gain. In the Eager Receive
implementation, the TCP server uses the poll sys-
tem call to verify if data has arrived on a given socket.
This leads to a slight performance degradation at high
request rates by taking up some CPU time when the
TCP server is already saturated.
CPU Utilization with HTTP/1.0: In Figure 12,
we present the CPU utilization on the application host
(Host) and TCP server (TCPS) for the four implemen-
11tations, for the load at which Cluster base saturates.
At this load, the host CPU saturates for Cluster base
whereas the Cluster C1C2C3H1H3(Host) and Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1H2H3(Host) have about 40% idle time.
With Cluster C1C2C3H1, since the web server uses
only the traditional socket based API, it does not pre-
register buffers used in communication. As a result,
copies take up CPU time and reduce the idle time in
Cluster C1C2C3H1(Host) to 29%. The CPU utiliza-
tion on the TCP server (TCPS) shows that the TCP/IP
processing overheadhas been shiftedtothe TCPserver
in theofﬂoading-based implementations. Wehave also
observed that at higher loads, the network processing
at the TCPserver proves to be the bottleneck and even-
tually saturates the processor on the TCP server. It is
interesting to note that the host processor incurs high
system time overhead (about 50%) even after ofﬂoad-
ing TCP/IPprocessing to the TCPserver. We observed
that on our system, a simple ping-pong utility (tvia)
provided with the VIA implementation from Emulex
has a system time overhead of 30% when using 16KB
packets on a single VIA connection. Taking into ac-
count the ﬁle system overhead (roughly 10%) for the
web server, we can account for the system time over-
head on the host processor. We are currently trying to
understand the system time overhead arising from the
VIA implementation to see how this can be avoided.
Throughput with HTTP/1.1: HTTP/1.1 includes
features to alleviate some of the TCP/IP processing
overheads. The use of persistent connections en-
ables reuse of a TCP connection for multiple re-
quests and amortizes the cost of connection setup
and teardown over several requests. HTTP/1.1 also
allows for pipelining of requests on a connection.
The workload used for this study is the same as
that used for HTTP/1.0. However, multiple requests
(six) were sent over each socket connection, in bursts
of three. Figure 13 shows the web server through-
put in this case. The performance gain achieved by
Cluster C1C2C3H1H3 is about 12%, and by Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1H2H3 is 20%, over that of Clus-
ter base. These performance gains, are lower than
those achieved with HTTP/1.0. However, they show
that our systemisable to providesubstantialgains over
that of a traditional networking system, even while us-
ing HTTP/1.1 features aimed at reducing networking
overheads for application servers.
Greater gains are not possible with this workload
because the TCP server node becomes the bottle-
Figure 13. Throughput for a simple web server on a
cluster-based TCP Server using HTTP/1.1
neck at high loads. In fact, this explains why our
optimizations of Eager Receive and Eager Accept
(S2), do not improve throughput beyond that of Clus-
ter C1C2C3H1H2H3. These optimizations are in-
tended to improve the performance of the host appli-
cation at the cost of more processing at the TCP server
node. However, speeding up the host does not really
help overall performance because, at some point, the
performance becomes limited by the TCP server node.
This problem can be alleviated in three different ways:
by adaptively balancing the load between the applica-
tion host and TCP server, by using a faster TCP server,
or by using multiple TCPservers per application node.
We are currently investigating these approaches.
7 Related Work
OS mechanisms and policies speciﬁcally tailored
for servers have been proposed in [8, 12, 26]. How-
ever, they do not study the effect of separating the
application processing from network processing or
shielding the application from OS intrusion.
An important factor in the performance of a server
is its ability to handle extremely high volume of re-
ceive requests. Under such conditions, the system en-
ters a receive livelock [20]. Several researchers sug-
gest the use of polling on the system to prevent re-
ceive livelock and for high performance [6, 19, 30]. In
Piglet [24], the application is isolated from the asyn-
chronous event handling using a dedicated polling pro-
cessor in an SMP.
In the Communication Services Platform
(CSP) [29] project, the authors suggest a system
12architecture for scalable cluster-based servers, using
dedicated network nodes and a VIA-based SAN to
tunnel TCP/IP packets inside the cluster. CSP was an
architecture aimed to ofﬂoad the network processing
to dedicated nodes. However, their results are very
preliminary and their goal was limited to using
dedicated nodes for network processing in a multi-tier
data center architecture.
Recently released network interface cards have
been equipped with hardware support to ofﬂoad
TCP/IP processing from the host [2, 3, 10, 14, 17, 32].
Some of these cards also provide support to ofﬂoad
networking protocol processing for network attached
storage devices including iSCSI, from software on the
host processor to dedicated hardware on the adapter.
QPIP [9] is an attempt to provide a lightweight pro-
tocol for applications which ofﬂoads network process-
ing to the Network Interface Card (NIC). However,
they implement only a subset of TCP/IP on the NIC.
QPIPsuggests an alternativeinterface to the traditional
sockets API but does not deﬁne a programming inter-
face that can be exploited by applications to achieve
better performance. Moreover, performance evalua-
tion presented in [9] was limited to communication be-
tween QP-aware applications over a SAN.
Sockets Direct Protocol (SDP) [27] originally de-
veloped to support server-clustering applications over
VI architecture, has been adopted as part of the Inﬁni-
Band speciﬁcation. The SDP interface makes use of
InﬁniBand capabilities and acceleration, while emu-
lating a standard socket interface for applications.
Voltaire has proposed a TCP Termination Architec-
ture [31] with the goals of solving the bandwidth and
CPU bottlenecks which occur when other solutions
such as IP Tunneling or bridging are used to connect
InﬁniBand Fabrics to TCP/IP networks.
Direct Access Transport (DAT) [11] is an initiative
to provide a transport exploiting remote memory ca-
pabilities of interconnect technologies [13, 16]. How-
ever, the objective of DAT is to expose the beneﬁts of
remote memory semantics only to intra-server com-
munication.
We propose and evaluate the TCP Server architec-
ture to ofﬂoad TCP/IP processing in different scenar-
ios for network servers. We extend this line of research
and explore the separation of functionality in a system.
We study the impact of separation of functionality not
only for a bus-based multiprocessor system, but also
for a switch-based cluster of dedicated processors.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced a network server archi-
tecture based on ofﬂoading network processing to ded-
icated TCP servers. We have implemented and evalu-
ated TCP Servers in two different architectural scenar-
ios: using a dedicated network processor in a symmet-
ric multiprocessor (SMP) server and using a dedicated
node on a cluster-based server built around a memory-
mapped communication interconnect. Using our eval-
uations, we have quantiﬁed the impact of TCP/IP of-
ﬂoading on the performance of network servers.
Based on our experience and results, we draw sev-
eral conclusions: (i) ofﬂoading TCP/IP processing is
beneﬁcial to overall system performance when the
server is overloaded (performance gains of upto 30%
were achieved in the scenarios we studied) (ii) TCP
servers require substantial computing resources for
complete ofﬂoading. (iii) the type of workload plays
a signiﬁcant role in the efﬁciency of TCP servers. We
observed that, depending on the application workload,
either the host processor or the TCP Server can be-
come the bottleneck. Hence, a scheme to balance the
load between the host and the TCP Server would be
beneﬁcial for server performance.
We are in the process of performing more exper-
iments with each implementation, implementing dy-
namic load balancing between processors of different
classesand implementingan optimizedTCPServerfor
the cluster-based implementation.
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